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About Us
Soon Lee Furniture Sdn Bhd (703718-K), a reputable 

furniture maker in Malaysia, has achieved remarkable 

reputation with its exquisite designs, fabulous 

craftsmanship and outstanding quality. 

Soon Lee (herein called PCG) was founded almost 40 years ago to go 

into manufacturing, wholesaling and retailing. Our modernised furniture 

factory, occupying a 2.5-acre plot in Parit Raja, Johor, employs about 

110 employees.wood’ as the back boards for all our cupboards. These 

two measures are absolutely recognised and applauded by end users. 

PCG is also the only furniture maker in Malaysia 

that uses 100% Synchronize Emboss MFC 

MELAMINE from Germany.

The main reason for Synchronize Emboss MFC MELAMINE to be so popular 

among consumers is that its formwork and board grain are in total agreement, 

making it highly precise and durable, a mile apart from other board products.

It is so naturally presentable and durable that paintwork is totally redundant.

At the same time, the back piece of the cabinet is made of special 

anti-cockroach board so that consumers can use it with complete peace of mind.



Soon Lee Furniture, a family business, is now under the 

rein of the second generation. Our greatest asset is 

decades of manufacturing experience and rich solid 

craftsmanship in traditional furniture.

To keep abreast with the times, PCG shifted its focus to high end 

‘bedroom furniture’, positioning itself as the producer of high end furniture, 

including but not limited to cabinets, beds, dressing tables, shelf etc.

We have designed a few series of bedroom furniture to offer around 100 

choices and, in the process, managed to retain the hot-selling series and 

eliminate the not-so-popular ones. We launch 5-7 new patterns every year 

in order to keep the company vibrant and to 

cater to contemporary trends.  

Besides our state-of-the-art 

manufacturing processes, we have 

developed a powerful wholesaling 

network to supply furniture to 

retailers nationwide. We have 

recently expanded into export, 

selling our furniture to Spain, the 

Middle East, Indonesia, Brunei, 

Singapore and Vietnam etc.
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As a furniture maker with long history, we 

have our own set of remarkable philosophy on 

furniture, which we apply to all our products to 

highlight the 

brand name. 

 ‘Storage space’ is the central PCG concept 

throughout all its product design and structure. 

Our furniture offers more storage space than 

the competitions. As an example of refined 

wisdom on storage, our dressing tables and 

cabinets are equipped with ‘hidden spaces’ 

--highly useful and practical storage space.    

PCG furniture designs sell well because of 

their ‘trendiness and aesthetics’.  Never 

relenting on visual aesthetics of our products, 

we create innovative designs that stresses on 

the trendiness of each product series. End 

result—effortless matching with other 

furniture to spruce up the environment.

Philosophy
on Furniture
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Since PCG products belong in the class 

of ‘systematic furniture’ that enjoys long 

term popularity, we keep a good 

inventory of all the spare parts to 

change faulty ones.

To enhance trendiness and aesthetics, PCG has incorporated 

‘texture’ in our furniture to evoke an appealing sense of touch to our 

users.  

All our cabinets and drawers come with a ‘soft close’ device so that, even 

when you slam a cabinet door, it will close gently and smoothly without 

banging the cabinet.

 This is an ergonomic design to ensure a soft touch, an experience that 

brings elegance to every sliding, closing or opening movement of a 

cabinet door. It prevents banging and makes our furniture longer lasting, 

not to mention the fact that it is also much safer to children. 



Systematic
Furniture

furniture belongs in the class of ‘systematic furniture’ which 

are highly popular in Europe. This means that all our furniture 

comes in standard sizes from which a customer could flexibly 

choose to suit his own liking as well as to better match any personal 

space and environment. 

For example, we have a mass-produced hot-selling cabinet, the same design 

of which offers various standard sizes. Furthermore, individual customers can 

freely select various internal parts in the cabinet to match their own taste. 

The standard sizes are planned in accordance 

with market demands in Malaysia. For export 

orders, we can always vary the sizes of our 

furniture as long as the order quantity is

substantial enough. 



Product
Characteristics
Since 5 years ago, PCG has been using German-made ‘Melamine’ 

to manufacture our furniture. Presently we are the only furniture maker in 

Malaysia to use this material 100%, a fact that has won us a lot of 

accolades from retailers and end users alike.

MELAMINE, a brand new furniture raw material that undergoes a high 

processing temperature of 180°C, exhibits a lot of special features such 

as :

* Anti scratch

* Prevent Mould

* Heat resistant

* Chemicals resistant Cleanliness Purpose

* Hold to 90℃ Temperature
(which means that it will not expand or contract in extreme weather)

making it one of the most superior raw materials for furniture. 

Whatever the price or pattern, all PCG furniture is made of 100% 

MELAMINE to add value to PCG’s brand name.



Anti-roach Boards

Another superior PCG quality is exemplified by an anti-roach board 

at the back of every cabinet. This is a special type of board made from a 

plant with roach-repelling property so as to keep all roaches away.  

This revolutionary anti-roach board is harmless because it is absolutely 

chemical-free. It is an ideal back piece for a cabinet due its 

insect-repellent property. When a roach touches it, its nerves will be 

unpleasantly stimulated, causing it to scurry instead of staying and 

building a nest on the board.  

Making full use of the anti-roach boards, we make all back pieces of our 

cabinets, drawers etc with it, effectively preventing approaches and 

nest-building by roaches, thereby adding an additional value to PCG 

brand. 



Eco-friendliness
Behind the manufacture of wooden furniture is a lot of logging 

activities that destroy natural ecology. PCG uses the superior Melamine 

to make furniture that is highly protected and more durable.    

As a furniture manufacturer, the use of Melamine to make more durable 

furniture cuts down the need to change furniture frequently and hence the 

need for wood. This is a way to support environmental protection too. 



Modern Factory

Our factory occupies a land area of 2.5 acre and is equipped 

with ultra-modern facilities. In terms of production, we have a sound 

management system in store. The factory is divided into various 

departments and work units where technicians perform specific duties.  

Our modern factory boasts of good ventilation and adequate environmental 

protection measures to reduce pollution of the environment. We have also taken all 

possible steps to ensure a safe working environment for our technicians. For 

example, all electrical cables are laid underground to prevent accidents. The entire 

production process is well-planned with each process supervised by a senior technician. 

The quality of our furniture, which has won 

great reputation in the market, is the result of 

appropriate inter-departmental coordination as 

well as consummate staff cooperation.  



Craftsmanship
Excellent

places the highest emphasis on craftsmanship as a 

guarantee to our product quality! We are especially 

attentive to minor details in order to achieve the highest standard of 

craftsmanship and hence quality assurance on all PCG furniture!

To attain the highest standard of craftsmanship, some work processes 

are delegated to only senior technicians--skilled technicians who 

perform fluid magic--just like a skilled watchmaker working on the finest 

detail on precision. It can be said that PCG’s brand reputation is built on 

excellent craftsmanship. 







Merits
and Honours

Besides the Top 20 Designs of MIFF 2015, PCG has also won the 

Asia Pacific Top Excellence Brand laureate award

a prestigious honour conferred by Global Business Magazine, one of the 

most influential publishers in Asia.

 

The Asia Pacific Top Excellence Brand laureates were selected by an 

international panel of judges for various categories, including 

“ Asia Pacific
Top Excellence Brand ”

own brand, administrative/regional impact,
brand recognition, brand performance,
brand activity, brand influence,
societal responsibility,
degree of internationalization,
corporate growth
and brand innovation.



Exhibitor Award
Besides enjoying good market credibility, PCG was nominated 

one of the Top 20 Designs in Malaysia International Furniture Fair 

2015 (MIFF).

As a heavyweight furniture fair in Malaysia, MIFF 2015 attracted 500 

exhibitors from 13 countries and hundreds of thousands of business 

visitors (around 20 thousands) from 140 states.

During the exhibition, the organizer conducted a design competition on all 

exhibited furniture and PCG was nominated one of the Top 20 Designs, 

attracting a lot of limelight and press coverage from both local and 

international media.

“ Top 20 Designs in Malaysia
International Furniture Fair 2015 ”
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